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          A Leader in Her Own Right        

        
STORY OF A DYNAMIC WOMAN – MRS. LHAINGAH SENGYUNG




As the age old saying goes “man must work and women must weep” but here is a woman who had to shoulder manifold tasks and what is striking is that she singlehandedly, though painstakingly, did it.
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Mrs. Lhaingah Sengyung, born in 1955 at Tumjang village, in Dima Hasao district of Assam, to a poor household whose main source of income was jhum cultivation. She did her formal education at St. Agnes Convent High School, Haflong, a coeducational institution run by Catholic nuns. However, she could not complete her schooling due to financial constrains. Most of her teachings in life and nature were from her father as she recollects and
 says “I owe everything to my father for helping me stand on my feet by teaching me the secret of hard work.”




Mrs. Sengyung was widowed after 15 years of marriage and had the big responsibility to bring up six children and without any financial support. She had to face poverty and difficulty in every way. She remembers those years and adds on “my burden was heavy and I have no choice but to work as hard as I can to keep my family alive.” Her only source of income was by selling agricultural products. 




When Tumjang village was taken over as a project village by the North Eastern Region Community Resource Management Project (NERCORMP), and Self Help Groups (SHGs) and Natural Resource Management Groups (NaRMGs) were formed, Mrs Sengyung joined these groups and became an active member. The Project team in the initial years trained and spread the awareness of preservation of natural resources and taught them techniques of utilizing them. Mrs Sengjung says “I belonged to the Kuki tribe where women have very little or no voice. With the onset of NERCORMP in my village, I became more interested as the Project ensured equal opportunity for women.”




Through the revolving fund provided to her SHG, Mrs. Sengyung took a loan of Rs. 4000/- for taking up weaving and made good profit through this activity. In the following year, after repaying her previous loan, she took an education loan from the NaRM-G for sending her eldest son for higher studies. She could also avail different grants provided by the project to take up activities like Kitchen Garden, poultry farming; plantation of horticulture crops, and also constructed a low cost toilet. She started selling vegetables and fruits as well as handloom products which enhanced her income as well as her savings. She could give good education to her children and also improve on the standard of living of her family. 




Mrs Sengyung, besides enhancing her financial status also took keen interest in attending different trainings and workshops organized by the project as well as by other departments for capacity building of the communities. Impressed by her hard work, dedication and capability, she was elected as the General Secretary of the NaRMG Association of her block, called the Association of NaRM-Gs for Social and Economic Development (ANSED), which worked with better ideas and forward vision towards sustainable development of the communities. Under this capacity, she  attended several workshops, trainings and exposure visits. The interactions and meetings with different people within and outside the district greatly increased her potentiality. As the General Secretary, she realised the importance and stressed for registration of ANSED under the Society Registration Act (SRA) and eventually ANSED became a registered society. She took initiative to bring about a sustainable source of income for the society. At that point, the cluster received financial assistance from the Project as corpus fund and they constructed a multipurpose building at Mahur Bazaar. ANSED housed its cluster office in the building and rented out the other rooms, which is now a sustainable source of income for ANSED.




An unwanted ethnic clash erupted between the Dimasa and the Zeme Naga tribes in the district. Many villages were burnt down to ashes and many innocent people were made homeless. Mrs. Sengyung took the initiative to visit the nearby villages and relief camps and it is pertinent to mention that ANSED distributed relief materials to the homeless. 




Till today, through her selfless and democratic approach, she leads the NARMG Cluster Association which is a mosaic of different communities comprising of the Hmar, Kuki, Dimasa & Jeme Naga tribes and also coordinates with the NaRM-Gs and the project team. ANSED still functions smoothly under her strong leadership. Today, she stands proud to achieve what she has by overcoming all challenges through sheer hard work and dedication.




Submitted by : NERCORMP- Dima Hasao, Assam.

              
          Supporting Small Business        

        
Story of Roseline Rongpipi
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Roseline was born to a peasant family in a remote village, Tapat, around 35 km away from Hamren, the sub-divisional headquarter of West Karbi Anglong district, Assam. With five siblings (two brothers and three sisters) Roseline, being the second eldest of all, had to face the hardships of life from a very young age. It was with the support from Don Bosco missionaries that Roseline and her siblings could avail support for education.




Roseline had studied till Class X at Don Bosco School, Hamren, she could not continue with her education due to various financial problems and responsibilities at home. She started teaching in different village schools for supporting the family. During this time the North Eastern Region Community Resource Management Project (NERCORMP) adopted her village. As per the project design, Self Help Groups (SHGs) were formed and Roseline along with 12 other women from the village formed their group and named it Jirsong SHG and Roseline was elected as the Secretary of the group. With continuous trainings supported by the project on operational and management aspects of SHGs, the women of the village were made to understand the importance of working together, the concept of savings and various income generating activities. Initially the group concentrated on ginger cultivation and livestock rearing activities and gradually diverted to non-farm activities such as making ‘murhas’ (Bamboo Stools), handloom etc.




Roseline actively participated in all project activities and attended a number of trainings. When the different SHGs joined together to form a SHG federation, Roseline was once again elected as the Secretary of Rongpangbong SHG Federation.
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The responsibilities conferred to her, made her gain confidence and she took active part in the various developmental initiatives of the village. Under her initiative, Rongpangbong SHG Federation, applied for a bakery unit, the project also supported them with a grant for opening a bakery unit. Due to various local problems, setting up of a bakery unit in a remote place like Hamren was a major hindrance. Getting technical support for construction of the clay oven was a problem because of unavailability of masons. However, the group could overcome all the problems with relentless efforts of the community members and the district support team of NERCORMP. The bakery unit soon started its operations was started and two SHG members, viz. Roseline and Lucia were trained at Roy Bakery, Diphu, headquarter of Karbi Anglong district. A retail selling outlet was also started for catering the local market needs.




The Rongpangbong SHG Federation has come to an agreement for a benefit sharing arrangement with Roseline and has given her the responsibility of running the unit. According to the agreement, Roseline is to pay an amount of Rs 500 per month to the federation for a period of 3 years, after which the amount can be revised. All maintenance expenses related to the bakery and the retail outlet is to be borne by Roseline.




Through the bakery unit, Roseline is earning a monthly income between Rs 12000-15000/- and has she has employed a baker and two assistants. She is able to save around Rs 3000/- per month after paying the other expenses. The bakery unit as built up good clientele with the local consumers, and also supplying to different institutions, occasional religious and social functions.




A confident Roseline says “With the earnings from the bakery, I am able to feed and take care of my family. I hope to expand the bakery and also get a larger retail shop and add varieties of bakery products. I have two children and being the sole earner of the family, this bakery is the only source of
 income for shaping their future.”




Submitted by: NERCORMP-Karbi Anglong, Assam

              
          Joint NRM & Marketing Training 2013-14        

        
A Report On Training On ‘OPERATION & MANAGEMENT OF LOW COST TECHNOLOGY ORIENTED INCOME GENERATING ACTIVITIES’




The Training Program




The     training     on     ‘Operation & Management  of  Low  Cost Technology oriented  Income  Generating  Activities”was organized jointly by   the Natural Resource Management & Marketing Sector of NERCORMP  in  collaboration with State Council of Science, Technology  &  Environment,  Shillong onDecember  09,  2013at  Shillong  Science Centre, NEHUCampus, Mawlai. A total of 12 participants(Business Development  Officers’,Natural  Resource  Management  Organiser,  Project  Technical  Officer  & NGO Representatives) from sixDistrict  Support  Teams’ were participated  in  the training.  The  training programme includes class room training, hands-on and group work by the participants.




Objectives of the Training




	To impart training on operation & management of low cost technologies.
	To familiarize methods & techniques of construction and fabrication of low cost technologies.
	To promote setting up income oriented low cost technology based units.





READ THE FULL REPORT

              
          NERCORMP Gender Strategy for Community Conserved Areas        

        
The  North  Eastern  Region  Community  ResourceManagement  Project  for  Upland  Areas(NERCORMP)  isa project jointly funded by the North Easter Council, Government of India and International Fund for Agricultural Development. The projects objective is to improve the livelihoods of vulnerable groups in a sustainable manner through improved management of their resource base in a way that contributes to preservation and restoration of the environment.




NERCORMP  is  facilitating  the  promotion and  conservation  of  approximately  10  to  20  hectares of community land in each of its 460 project villages spread over six districts of northeast  India. Such Community  Conserved Areas (CCAs) are managed and regulated by the NaRMGs (Natural Resource Management Groups) constituted in  each  village  for planning  and  implementation  of Natural  Resource  Management,  Livelihood  and  Income Generation related activities. The  gender  equitable  structure  and  mode  of  functioning  of  the  NaRMG  enables women to apply their skills, knowledge, and traditional practices for more sustainable forest practices.




Decades of research as well as the NERCORMP experience has shown that in addition to playing important roles in forest use, women and men appreciate forests in very different ways. Rather than exploiting resources (timber, game  and  mineral  wealth),  women  have  long  recognised  the  value  of  more  sustainable  activities,  such  as gathering  edible  fruits, vegetables,  roots, medicinal  plants etc.  for  supporting  their  families and ensuring  food security of their communities.
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Therefore,  to  further  mainstream  gender in  the  management  of  CCAs,  NERCORMP  has  developed  a  strategy whereby the women members of the NaRMGs would list out the NTFPs (Non Timber Forest Produces) that they would extract from the CCAs for consumption and for sale and for each of them specify the time when they can be  collected,  specify  the  traditional  rules  for  their  usage  including  ‘dos  and  don’ts  as  well  as  specify  the minimum market rate at which they could be sold and use of the sale proceeds. The women would also lay down the traditional and spiritual beliefs pertaining to the CCAs and frame certain rules and regulations for adhering to them.It would also be the responsibility of these women to define the roles and responsibilities that women and the youth would have to take upon their shoulders for management of the CCA during the seasonal out-migration of men for wage labour and identify the support that should be provided to the latter for carrying out the same. For example, in Amsai-I village of  Karbi Anglong district the community has agreed that harvesting of NTFPs will be done as per the rules framed by women. The women have been given more responsibility for deciding the collection time and quantity that can be harvested at a particular time. Chonchola R Marak, 44 years, mother of 6 children, from Jebalgre village of West Garo Hills district has expressed that “the new method of management of CCAs  has  not  only  given  more  knowledge  to  the  women  about  conservation  of  the  forests  but  has  also empowered them with more decision making powers related to plantation of trees etc.”

              
          World Environment Day (Wed) 2015        

        
World  Environment  Day(WED)2015and NERCORMP  initiated  towards  environmental conservation.




World  Environment  Day is observed every  year  on  5  June  to  raise  global  awareness  to  take positive  environmental  action  to  protect  nature  and  the  planet  Earth. The  WED  is  carried  out under the  United  Nations  Environment  Programme  (UNEP).It  was  established  by  the  United Nations  General  Assembly  in  1972  on  the  day  that  United  Nations  Conference  on  the  Human Environment began.




Every year the UNEP kept on particular theme to address the burning environmental issue and the theme this year (2015) is “Seven Billion Dreams. One Planet. Consume with Care.” The well-being of humanity, the environment, and the functioning of the economy, ultimately depend upon  the  responsible management of the planet’s natural resources. Evidence is building that people are consuming far more natural resources than what the planet can sustainably provide. Many of the Earth’s ecosystems are nearing critical tipping points of depletion or irreversible change,  pushed  by  high  population  growth  and  economic  development.  By  2050,  if  current consumption and production patterns remain the same and with a rising population expected to reach 9.6 billion, we will need three planets to sustain our ways of living and consumption. The WED  theme  this  year  is  therefore  “Seven  Billion  Dreams.  One  Planet.  Consume  with  Care.” Living within planetary boundaries is the most promising strategy for ensuring a healthy future. Human  prosperity  need  not  cost  the  earth.  Living  sustainably  is  about  doing  more  and  better with  less.  It  is  about  knowing  that  rising  rates  of  natural  resource  use  and  the  environmental impacts that occur are not a necessary by-product of economic growth.




There  is three  main  concerned  globally i.e. water,  energy  and  food, which  are  directly or indirectly affecting the environment. Efficient and sustainable management of these three basic resources without  these  human  cannot  live alone and play a vital role towards minimizing environmental damage and maintaining ecological sustainability.




Water




Even  though  households  are  relatively  low  consumers  of  water,  population  growth  and expanded water use have outweighed the effect of water saving technology and behavior.




	Less than 3% of the world’s water is fresh (drinkable), of which 2.5% is frozen in the Antarctica, Arctic and glaciers.
	Humanity must therefore rely on 0.5% for all of man’s ecosystem’s and fresh water needs.
	Man is polluting water faster than nature can recycle and purify water in rivers and lakes.
	More than 1 billion people still do not have access to fresh water.
	Excessive use of water contributes to the global water stress. 
	Water is free from nature but the infrastructure needed to deliver it is expensive.





Energy




Despite  technological  advances  that  have  promoted  energy  efficiency  gains,  energy  use  in OECD countries will continue to grow another 35% by 2020. Commercial and residential energy use  is  the  second  most  rapidly  growing  area  of  global  energy  use  after  transport.  In  2002  the motor  vehicle  stock  in  OECD  countries  was  550 million  vehicles  (75%  of  which  were  personal cars).  A  32%  increase  in  vehicle  ownership  is  expected  by  2020.  At  the  same  time,  motor vehicle kilometres are projected to increase by 40% and global air travel is projected to triple in the same period.




	We  can  shift  our  consumption  patterns  towards  goods  and  services  with  lower  energy and material intensity without compromising quality of life.
	Households  consume  29%  of  global  energy  and  consequently  contribute  to  21%  of resultant CO2 emissions.The cost of renewable energy is increasingly competitive with that  derived from fossil  fuels.  One-fifth of the world’s final energy consumptionin  2013 was from renewables.
	Globally,  energy  consumption  grew  most  quickly  in  the  transport  and  service  sectors, driven  by  rising  passenger  travel  and  freight  transport,  and  a  rapid  expansion  in  the service economy.





Food




While   substantial   environmental   impacts   from   food   occur   in   the   production   phase (agriculture,  food  processing),  households  influence  these  impacts  through  their  dietary choices and habits. This consequently affects the environment through food-related energy consumption and waste generation.




	1.3  billion  tonnes  of  food  is  wasted  every  year  while  almost  1  billion  people  go undernourished and another 1 billion hungry. 
	Overconsumption of food is detrimental to our health and the environment.	1.5 billion people globally are overweight or obese. 
	Land  degradation,  declining  soil  fertility,  unsustainable  water  use,  overfishing  and marine environment degradation  are  all  lessening  the  ability of  the  natural  resource base to supply food. 
	The  food  sector  accounts  for around 30% of the world’s total energy consumption and accounts for around 22% of total Greenhouse Gas emissions.


	Increased consumption adversely affects food security.	Increase in food prices.
	Upsurge in production methods that use more resource-intensive food products.
	Resource-intensive  foods  deplete  the  agro-ecological  resource  base,  affecting  its ability to produce plentiful food.







“Earth Anthem” by Abhay K




Our cosmic oasis, cosmic blue pearl 
the most beautiful planet in the universe 
all the continents and the oceans of the world
united we stand as flora and fauna 
united we stand as species of one earth
black, brown, white, different colours
we are humans, the earth is our home.




The United Nations Secretary-General Message on World Environment Day, 5 June 2015.




The  theme  of  this  year’s  World  Environment  Day  is  “Seven  Billion  Dreams.  One  Planet. Consume with Care”. The goal of sustainable development is to increase the quality of life for all people  without  increasing  environmental  degradation,  and  without  compromising  the  resource needs of future generations. We can do this by shifting our consumption patterns towards goods that  use  less  energy,  water  and  other resources, and by wasting  less  food. In this year  of transformation, when we hope to see great advances on sustainable development and climate change, let us celebrate World Environment Day by becoming more conscious of our ecological impact.  Let  us  think  about  the  environmental  consequences  of  the  choices  we  make.  Let  us become better stewards of our planet.




Message  by  Achim  Steiner,  UN  Under-Secretary-General  and  Executive  Director  of  the UN Environment Programme.




Living   in   an   increasingly   globalized   world,   inhabited   by   7   billion   people,   it   is   easy   to underestimate  the  power of  individual  action.  The  annual  World  Environment  Day  reminds people across the globe that it is our personal choices that shape the world around us. Our daily decisions  as  consumers,  multiplied  by  billions,  have  a  colossal  impact  on  the  environment –some  of  them  contribute  to  the  further  depletion  of  natural  resources,  others  help  to  protect fragile  ecosystems.  Every  time -the choice is ours. The theme for this year’s celebrations, Seven Billion Dreams. One Planet. Consume with Care, emphasizes that personal responsibility each  one  of  us  bears  for  enabling  inclusive  and  sustainable  economic  development  while stabilizing and reducing the rate of resource use. Today, unsustainable patterns of consumption and  production  are  one  of  the  major  causes  of  the  continued  deterioration  of  the  global environment.  There  is  no  doubt  that  the  “great  acceleration”  of  the  last  50  years  has  seen  a rapid  transformation  of  the  human  relationship  with  the  natural  world –more  so  than  in  any other  period  in  our  history –with escalating  use of  natural  resources  leading  to  environmental degradation. We  must ask ourselves  what the  consequences  of  this  pace of  consumption and trajectory of population growth—forecasted to reach nine billion by 2050—will be. Under current trends,  global  extraction  of  resources  is  set  to  reach  140  billion  tonnes  by  2050,  compared  to around  7  billion  tonnes  in  1900.  This  will  probably  exceed  the  availability  and  accessibility  of resources, as well as the carrying capacity of the planet to absorb the impacts of their extraction and use. We simply cannot afford the waste, as resources are diminishing and prices are rising. But  there  is  still  time  to  transform  the  challenges  of  dwindling  and  finite  resources  into opportunities  that  will  promote  prosperous economies  and  a  healthy  planet  for  generations  to come.  I  would  like  to  invite  everyone  to  imagine  what  the  world  would  be  like  if  each  of  the  7 billion people made one change towards a more responsible consumption of resources. I would like  you  to  hold  on  to  that  vision and  strive  to  make  it  reality—be  it  refusing  to  buy  single-use plastic  bags  or  riding  a  bike  to  work.  WED  is  the  opportunity  for  everyone  to  realize  the responsibility to care for the Earth and to become agents of change. 




NERCORMP Ingenuities




Observing the importance of environment, “Community Conserved Areas”(CCAs)approach has been   initiated   across   the NERCORMP (North   Eastern   Region   Community   Resource Management   Project) implementing   areas   of   Arunachal   Pradesh,   Assam,   Manipur   and Meghalaya  covering  an  area  of  about 2  lakhs  hectares  of  land  area, alike to “Indigenous and Community Conservation Areas” (ICCA) recognised in the IUCN World Parks Congress (WPC, Durban 2003) and the 6th Conference of Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD, Kuala  Lumpur  2004).  The  CCA  approach  is  viewed  as  a  potential  mechanism  to  conserve  the rich  biological  resources  of  the  forest  in  these  states,  where  forest  dependent  indigenous communities are the dominant population. The CCA is therefore an opportunity to meet the twin objectives  of  ecological  needs  by  conserving  biological  diversity  and  human  security  through sustainable management and harvesting of natural resources.




NERCORMP is  an integrated  project  on  rural  livelihood  development  and  environmental conservation  initiatives of  the  North  Eastern  Council  (NEC),  Ministry  of  DoNER,  Govt.  of  India and International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD) in the North Eastern States of India particularly  in  Arunachal  Pradesh,  Assam,  Manipur  and  Meghalaya.   In  order  to  achieve  the biodiversity  conservation  target,  NERCORMP  established  1506  NaRMGs  (Natural  Resource Management  Groups)  and  4,757  SHGs  (Self  Help  Groups)  in  1,320  villages  covering 59,987 households. On an average, about 151.47 ha of land area is under CCA in per village and 3.33 ha  per  households,  which may  meet  the  ecological  principle  and  sustain  human  needs  for timber and NTFPs (non-timber forest produces). However, NERCORMP is further expanding to about 1,177 villages and 58,850 households, which will add more CCAs in day to come.




North  eastern  India  being  highly dependent  on  shifting  agriculture  (jhum)  is  very  critical  to deforestation and replacing jhum with mono-cropping will be more disaster as it will loss majority of crop diversity maintaining over the years by the traditional communities. Addressing the issue of  agricultural  biodiversity,  the  project  promoted  about  380  ha  of  home  garden  and  219  ha  of agro-forestry. Besides, to increase the richness of forest, the project have brought about 570.35 ha  under aided  natural  regeneration,  190.09 ha  of  artificial  regeneration,  88  ha  under herbal (MAP) plants, 286.52 ha under mix plantation of indigenous value plant species, 61 ha of land area has been developed as pasture to minimize the grazing pressure on forest and 257.37 ha land area has been brought under afforestation.




Today,  the  CCAs  are  providing  ecological  services  to  the  villagers  such  as  maintaining  local hydrology,  improving  water  discharge  of  spring  and  small  streams,  maintaining  local  climate, nutrients rich run-off from forest floors and minimizing soil erosion and siltation, which helps in minimizing local climate  changes.  It  is  also providing  timber  and  NTFPs,  which  help  in maintaining food and nutrient security of the villagers as NTFPs as the major source of food and nutrient  supplements  for  the  villagers. In  time  to  time,  NERCORMP  is  conducting  C2C (community  to  community)  knowledge  and  seeds  exchange  to  maintaining  and  improve  agro-biodiversity  and  also  to  identify  climate  resilient  crop  varieties.  This  help  in  improving  the capacity  of  community  for  climate  smart  agriculture and  ability  to  adapt  climate  change. Therefore, the effort of NERCORMP is in the line of this year theme “Seven Billion Dreams. One Planet. Consume with Care”as it meets the ecological principles and human needs.

              
          Handing Over of Motorcycle Cum 3rd Dst-pngo Review Meeting        

        
NERCORMP-Tirap organized handing  over  motorcycle  cum 3rdDST-PNGOs  review  meeting  on  27th November-2014. The program started at 10.30 am at  the Deputy Commissioner Office parking ground. Deputy Commissioner,Shri. Kamlesh Joshi, IAS and Chairman TCRMS accompanied by ADC  and Project Manager  on  reaching  the  venue  was  received  by  the  NERCORMP-Tirap  team  comprising  the  DST  staff and  PNGOs.  Project  Technical  Officer  opened  the  ceremony  program  by calling  the  day  a  very  special occasion  as  the  motorcycle  will  be  handed over  to  the  concern  PNGO  for field  visits in  the  project villages.  He  requested  the  DC  to  kindly  hand  over  the motorcycle keys  to  Supervision  Officer  (SO)of PNGO. Mr. Mangcha Touthang, Institutional Development Organizer (IDO) read out the names of SO of the respective  PNGO to come  forward and collect the  key from the DC. After completing the program, the  Project  Manager  asked  the  NERCORMP-Tirap  (DST  and  PNGOs)  team  to  proceed  to  DC  Office Conference Hall.
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In the Conference Hall, Project Manager opened the day program with a Welcome Address and thanked the DC and ADC  for sparing their valuable time  in attending the program. The DC gave  a short speech. He  spoke  about  the  importance  of  NERCORMP  in  the  backward  districts  like  Tirap  and  Longding.  He exhorted  the  staff  to  be  diligent  and  work  sincerely  and  honestly in  achieving  the  objective  of  the NERCORMP. NERCORMP is the only hope that can bring change to both the districts and he is confident that with the efficient and capable team of DST that the objective of NERCORMP will be accomplish.He also asked the PNGOs staff to use the motorcycle for official work only. 




After the speech from DC, introductory session was held where the participants interacted with the DC. The meeting concluded at 11.45 am and followed with light refreshment. 




The  2nd session  of  the  meeting  was  promptly  started.  Presentation  of  consolidated  tour  report  for  the 2nd phase on Participatory Rural Appraisal and NaRMG formation by teams of DST and PNGOs were read out by the SO of the respective NGO.After the presentations, PM asked the PNGOs staff the challenges or  issues  that  they  faced  during  the  PRA  Exercise  and  NaRMG  formation  in  the  project  villages. Questions were raised by the PNGOs staff which was clarified by the DST staff. PM gave clarification and instructions to be adhered to during field visits and interaction with the village communities. 




WORK PLAN FOR THE MONTH OF DECEMBER-2014




	Complete NaRMG formation in the left out villages
	Annual Work Plan and Budget in Project villages along with the signatures of Executive Members. The work has to be completed on or before 16th December-2014.
	17-19th December, the DST will organize training on Book Keeping and SHG concept and formation of SHG to project village.





The PM gave the details of the above mentioned work plan. Time was giving to Assistant Account Officer (AAO)  to  explain  about  the  opening  of  NaRMG  bank  account  and  also  maintenance  of  motorcycle  Log Book.  Documents  required  for  opening  of NaRMG bank  account  was  made.  How  to  make  seals  for NaRMG  President,  Secretary  and  Treasurer  was  also  made  by  AAO.  The  IDO  reminded  the  PNGOs  the documents  that  have  not  been  submitted  or  not  received.  The  day program  ended  with  words  of thanked to the house by the PM.




Prepared and compiled by:




	Project Technical Officer – NERCORMP-Tirap
	Institutional Development Organizer – NERCORMP-Tirap


              
          NERCORMP III Starts Operation        

        
NERCORMP III (a project of the North Eastern Council, Government of India), which was launched in January 2014 in Arunachal Pradesh and Manipur, started its operations covering the districts of Changlang, Tirap, and Longding in Arunachal Pradesh and Chandel and Churachandpur in Manipur.




The newly appointed project team attended the induction programme, from 1st-3rd July 2014 at the Regional Society office of NERCORMP at Shillong.




Mr Ameising Luikham, IAS, Secretary, North Eastern Council, Shillong, who is also the Chairman of NERCORMP, addressed the newly appointed officers in the Conference Hall of NEC Shillong on 3rd of July 2014. He advised them to face all challenges and proactively work towards fulfilling the objectives of the project. He also stated that NEC will continue to extend all support towards successful implementation of NERCORMP, which is a flagship project of NEC.




The meeting was also attendesd, amongst others by Mr L.Baite, IFS, MD, NERCORMP, Mr J Lhungdim, Planning Adviser, NEC, Mr G.K.Chin, Financial Adviser, NEC, Mr M.Iboyaima Meitei, Adviser (Agri/Horti), NEC and senior officers from NERCORMP PSU.

              
          NERCORMP Projects Referenced Positively in an International Peer Reviewed Journal        

        
Environmental justice? The story of two projects.




This paper explores some major issues of justice in environmental conservation policy and practice in two projects situated in the eastern Himalayas and eastern India. The first is in the state of Meghalaya, India and the second across the frontier in China in Yunnan Province. Both projects were designed and financed by international donors, negotiated with the national governments and implemented in co-operation with local institutions. They deal with four related environmental conservation issues in similar ways – forest management, the cultivation of sloping lands, watershed management and shifting cultivation. However, the outcomes of these two projects in terms of environmental justice were profoundly different. The politics of translation between external donor framings of justice and national governments(and their lower level administrations) are key to explaining why.




CONTINUE READING

              
          Women Take the Lead in Managing Forests        

        
On the occasion of International Women’s Day, IFAD published a report that highlights the vital role that women smallholder farmers play in delivering both economic and social benefits when provided with the right tools for adapting to climate change.
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CONTINUE READING 

              
          26th Board of Management and 8th Annual General Meeting of NERCORMP        

        
The 26th Board of Management (BoM) and the 8th Annual General Meeting (AGM) of NERCORMP Society was held on the 4th of March 2014 at the Conference Hall of the North Eastern Council Secretariat, Shillong. The meeting was chaired by Shri Ameising Luikham, IAS, Secretary, NEC and Chairman, NERCORMP.




The agenda for the AGM were as follows:









	Confirmation of the resolution and proceedings of 7th Annual General Body Meeting of the NERCRMS held in NEC Conference Hall on 7th December 2012
	Action taken Report on the decision of the 7th AGM of NERCRMS held on 7th December 2012
	Submission of Annual Accounts (Audit Report of the FY 2012-13)





The following agendas were put up for discussion during the BoM:




	Confirmation of the resolution and proceedings of the 25th Board of Management Meeting
	Action Taken Report (ATR) on the decision of the 25th Board of Management meeting
	Ratification of appointment of Auditor for FY 2012-13 and Audit Report of FY 2012-13
	Ratification of Annual Work Plan and Budget (AWPB) of FY 2014-15.
	Amendment of Memorandum of Association of NERCRMS
	Up gradation of the post of Micro Credit Officer (MCO) and Monitoring & Evaluation Assistants (MEA)
	Induction of new members viz: Deputy Commissioners of Tirap, Changlang, Chandel and Churachandpur and NGO representatives in the BoM.
	Authorisation of NERCORMP PSU to identify Block list of NERCORMP III in consultation with the State govt concerned.
	Ratification of the proceedings of the core committee meeting held on 28.02.2013
	Appointment of Auditor for FY 2013-14.





The six outgoing members representing the NGOs and Communities namely: Shri Kenneth Shadap, NGO Representative -West Khasi Hills, Smt Royallish. A. Sangma, CBO Representative – West Garo Hills, Shri V.Tuime Lolly, CBO Representative – Ukhrul, Smt Hemam Hoakip, NGO Representative- Senapati, Shri Rupsing Timung, NGO Representative – Karbi Anglong, and Shri Maidanon Dibragede, CBO Representative – Dima Hasao were felicitated.




The following new members were inducted into the Board of Management for the next 2 years term:




	Ms Hmangte Hoijanei – CBO Representative, Senapati
	Mr Jollyson Ningshen – NGO Representative, Ukhrul
	Col (Retd) T.I.Donald – NGO Representative, West Garo Hills
	Mr K.Wahlang – CBO Representative, West Khasi Hills
	Mr Babusing Tisso – CBO Representative, Karbi Anglong
	Mr N.H.Paoheu – NGO Representative, Dima Hasao


      
      

      
      
        	
Announcements
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